Uncertain variable and uncertain process are often employed to describe uncertainty phenomena. Uncertain variable is a measurable function from an uncertainty space to the real number set and uncertain process is essentially a sequence of uncertain variables indexed by time. Uncertain differential equation is a type of differential equation involving uncertain processes. Stability of an uncertain differential equation plays a very important role in differential equation which means insensitivity of the state of a system to small changes in the initial state. In this paper, we focus on pth moment exponential stability of uncertain differential equation which is regarded as an extension of pth moment stability and exponential stability. Some stability theorems are given for uncertain differential equation, in which a sufficient and necessary condition for a linear uncertain differential equation being pth moment exponentially stable is provided.
Introduction
Theory of differential equation is one of the most important branch of mathematics, which is widely applied in many fields, such as physics, biology, astronomy, economics and so on. Allowing for some randomness in some of the coefficients of a differential equation, stochastic differential equation, a type of differential equation driven by Wiener process which is a stochastic process with stationary and independent normal random increments, was founded by Itô [5] in 1951. In the 1970s and 80s, stochastic differential equation and stochastic analysis were developed rapidly and used widely in many aspects, such as system science, engineering science and financial system. Traditionally, stochastic finance theory presumed that the stock price (including interest rate and currency exchange rate) followed Itô's stochastic differential equation. However, in fact, the presumption was challenged by many researchers such as Liu [10] via some paradoxes. One of the paradoxes was that the "noise" term which the stock price followed in stochastic differential equation was a "strange" random variable and could be understood as a normal random variable whose expected value was 0 and variance tended to +∞. It led to the growth rate of stock price having an infinite variance at every time, that was not consistent with the fact. Interested readers can refer to [10] for more details and remainders.
In order to address uncertainties, Liu [6] founded uncertainty theory in 2007 and refined it [9] in 2010. Within the framework of uncertainty theory, a concept of uncertain variable was defined by Liu [6] as a measurable function on an uncertainty space which is used to represent quantities with uncertainty. A concept of uncertain process was proposed by Liu [7] as a sequence of uncertain variables indexed by time which is used for modeling the evolution of uncertain phenomena. Unlike Wiener process, Liu [8] presented a canonical Liu process which is also a type of stationary independent increment process, but the increments are normal uncertain variables instead of random variables. In addition, almost all sample paths of canonical Liu process are Lipschitz continuity instead of non-Lipschitz continuity.
In 2008 Liu [7] first proposed uncertain differential equation which is a type of differential equation driven by canonical Liu process. Since the importance of uncertain differential equation in dealing with dynamical systems with uncertainty, the work was followed upon by many researchers and a great deal of results appeared in both theory and practice. Chen and Liu [2] proposed the linear uncertain differential equation and obtained the solution. Then Liu [12] and Yao [17] investigated some analytic methods for solving some special types of nonlinear uncertain differential equations. Being aware that analytic methods often failed to solve an uncertain differential equation, Yao and Chen [16] proposed a numerical method for solving uncertain differential equation. Until now, uncertain differential equation has been applied to finance (Chen and Gao [1] , Liu [8] ) and optimal control (Zhu [19] ).
Expect for solution methods and applications of uncertain differential equation, properties of the solution of an uncertain differential equation have also been widely investigated. Chen and Liu [2] verified the existence and uniqueness theorem of solution of an uncertain differential equation. Stability analysis of uncertain differential equation had a great practical and theoretical significance. Many researchers investigated the stability of uncertain differential equation. The first concept of stability of uncertain differential equation was proposed by Liu [8] , and some theorems were verified by Yao et al. [15] . After that, many different types of stability for uncertain differential equation were presented. Chen and Gao [4] presented asymptotical stability of uncertain differential equation. Yao et al. [18] gave the definition of stability in mean for uncertain differential equation and gave a sufficient condition for an uncertain differential equation being stable in mean. Liu et al. [11] provided the concept of almost sure stability. Sheng and Wang [13] proposed pth moment stability and Sheng and Gao [14] presented exponential stability.
In this paper, we further study the stability of uncertain differential equation and give the definition of pth moment exponential stability for uncertain differential equation. After that, the relationships among stabilities are discussed, from which we can infer that pth moment exponential stability is an extension of pth moment stability and exponential stability. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some basic concepts and theorems about uncertain variable, uncertain process and uncertain differential equation are introduced. Section 3 gives the definition of pth moment exponential stability and discusses the relationships among other stabilities. In Section 4, we give a sufficient and necessary condition for linear uncertain differential equation being pth moment exponentially stable. At last, some remarks are made in Section 5.
Preliminary
In this section, we will first review some basic concepts in uncertainty theory, and then introduce uncertain process and uncertain differential equation for further understanding. 
The triplet (Γ, L, M) is called an uncertainty space, and each element Λ in L is called an event. In addition, in order to obtain an uncertain measure of compound event, a product uncertain measure is defined by Liu [8] via the following product axiom:
where Λ k are arbitrarily chosen events from L k for k = 1, 2, · · · , respectively. Definition 2.2 (Liu [6] ) An uncertain variable ξ is a measurable function from an uncertainty space (Γ, L, M) to the set of real numbers, i.e., for any Borel set B of real numbers, the set
Definition 2.3 (Liu [6] ) The uncertainty distribution Φ of an uncertain variable ξ is defined by
Definition 2.4 (Liu [9] ) An uncertainty distribution Φ(x) is said to be regular if it is a continuous and strictly increasing function with respect to x at which 0 < Φ(x) < 1, and
In addition, the inverse function Φ −1 (α) is called the inverse uncertainty distribution of ξ.
An uncertain variable ξ is said to be normal if it has a normal uncertainty distribution
where e and σ are real numbers with σ > 0. In this case, the uncertain variable exp(ξ) has a lognormal uncertainty distribution
Definition 2.5 (Liu [6] ) Let ξ be an uncertain variable. The expected value of ξ is defined by
provided that at least one of the above two integrals is finite.
For an uncertain variable ξ with an uncertainty distribution Φ, we have
If the inverse uncertainty distribution Φ −1 exists, then
The normal uncertain variable ξ ∼ N(e, σ) has an expected value e, and the lognormal uncertain variable exp(ξ) ∼ LOGN(e, σ) has an expected value
Uncertain process is proposed to describe the evolution of uncertain phenomena. An uncertain process is essentially a sequence of uncertain variables indexed by time. A formal definition is given as follows: Definition 2.6 (Liu [7] ) Let (Γ, L, M) be an uncertainty space and let T be a totally ordered set (e.g. time). An uncertain process is a function X t (γ) from T × (Γ, L, M) to the set of real numbers such that {X t ∈ B} is an event for any Borel set B of real numbers at each time t.
A stationary independent increment process is a special uncertain process which has not only stationary increments but also independent increments. And canonical Liu process is a type of stationary independent increment process whose increments are normal uncertain variables, that is of great significance to uncertain differential equation.
Definition 2.7 (Liu [8] ) An uncertain process C t is said to be a canonical Liu process if (1) C 0 = 0 and almost all sample paths are Lipschitz continuous, (2) C t has stationary and independent increments, (3) every increment C s+t − C s is a normal uncertain variable with expected value 0 and variance t 2 .
In order to deal with the integration and differentiation of uncertain processes, an uncertain integral with respect to canonical Liu process was proposed by Liu [8] and the result of Liu integral is another uncertain process.
Definition 2.8 (Liu [8] ) Let X t be an uncertain process and let C t be a canonical Liu process. For any partition of closed interval [a, b] with a = t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t k+1 = b, the mesh is written as
Then Liu integral of X t with respect to C t is defined as
provided that the limit exists almost surely and is finite. In this case, the uncertain process X t is said to be integrable.
Theorem 2.1 (Liu [8] ) Let f (t) be an integrable function with respect to t. Then the Liu integral
is a normal uncertain variable at each time s, and
Definition 2.9 (Chen and Ralescu [3] ) Let C t be a canonical Liu process and let Z t be an uncertain process. If there exist uncertain processes µ t and σ t such that
for any t ≥ 0, then Z t is called a Liu process with drift µ t and diffusion σ t . Furthermore, Z t has an uncertain differential dZ t = µ t dt + σ t dC t .
Liu [8] verified the fundamental theorem of uncertain calculus, that is, if f (t, c) is a continuously differentiable function and C t is a Liu process, then Z t = h(t, C t ) is a Liu process and has an uncertain differential
An uncertain differential equation is essentially a type of differential equation driven by canonical Liu process.
Definition 2.10 (Liu [7] ) Suppose C t is a canonical Liu process, and f and g are two functions. Then
is called an uncertain differential equation. A solution is a Liu process X t that satisfies (1) identically in t.
Linear uncertain differential equation is a kind of important uncertain differential equation. Chen and Liu [2] gave the solution of a linear uncertain differential equation.
has a solution
Existence, uniqueness and stability of the solutions are the most important properties of solutions of a differential equation. For uncertain differential equation, Chen and Liu [2] proved the existence and uniqueness theorem of the uncertain differential equation (1) under the condition that the coefficients f (t, x) and g(t, x) satisfy the linear growth condition
and Lipschitz condition |f (t, x) − f (t, y)| + |g(t, x) − g(t, y)| ≤ L|x − y|, ∀x, y ∈ , t ≥ 0 for some constant L. Throughout the paper we assume that the assumptions of existence and uniqueness theorem are fulfilled. The concept of stability for an uncertain differential equation has many different definitions. We introduce several types of definitions as follows.
Definition 2.11 (Liu [8] ) An uncertain differential equation dX t = f (t, X t )dt + g(t, X t )dC t is said to be stable if for any two solutions X t and Y t with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , we have
for any given number > 0. Definition 2.12 (Yao, Ke and Sheng [18] ) An uncertain differential equation dX t = f (t, X t )dt + g(t, X t )dC t is said to be stable in mean if for any two solutions X t and Y t with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , we have
Definition 2.13 (Sheng and Wang [13] ) The uncertain differential equation dX t = f (t, X t )dt + g(t, X t )dC t is said to be stable in pth moment, 0 < p < +∞, if for any two solutions X t and Y t with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , we have
Definition 2.14 (Sheng and Gao [14] ) The uncertain differential equation dX t = f (t, X t )dt + g(t, X t )dC t is said to be exponentially stable, if for any two solutions X t and Y t , there exist positive constants A and α such that
3 The pth moment exponential stability
In this section, we give a definition of pth moment exponential stability for an uncertain differential equation, and discuss the relationships with other stabilities.
Definition 3.1 Let 0 < p < +∞. The uncertain differential equation dX t = f (t, X t )dt + g(t, X t )dC t is said to be pth moment exponentially stable, if for any solutions X t and Y t with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , there exist a pair of positive constants C and λ such that
In particular, when p = 2, it is usually said to be exponentially stable in mean square. Clearly, the pth moment exponential stability means that the pth moment of the difference of solutions will tend to 0 exponentially fast.
Example 3.1 Let m, σ be real numbers. Consider a linear uncertain differential equation
Since the solutions with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 are
respectively, we have
where the constants C = 1, λ = p. Hence the uncertain differential equation (2) is pth moment exponentially stable.
Example 3.2 Consider the uncertain differential equation
Hence there do not exist positive constants C and λ such that
As a result, the uncertain differential equation (3) is not pth moment exponentially stable. 
Taking p = 1, A = C|X 0 − Y 0 | and α = λ, we have
Thus pth moment exponential stability implies exponential stability.
Remark 3.1 Generally, exponential stability does not imply pth moment exponential stability. Consider the uncertain differential equation
respectively, then we have
Taking expected value and pth moment of |X t − Y t |, we get
and
respectively. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that
for all t ≥ 0, by the expected value of lognormal variable we have
exp(−s)dC s and α = 1, we have E|X t − Y t | ≤ A exp (−αt) for t ≥ 0 which implies uncertain differential equation (4) is exponentially stable.
However, it follows from the expected value of lognormal variable that
there does not exist a positive number C such that
which implies the uncertain differential equation (4) is not exponentially stable in pth moment.
Theorem 3.2
If an uncertain differential equation is exponentially stable in pth moment, then it is stable in pth moment.
Proof: It follows from the definition of pth moment exponential stability that for two solutions X t and Y t with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , we have
So we can obtain that lim
which means that exponentially stability in pth moment implies stability in pth moment.
Remark 3.2 Generally, stable in pth moment does not imply exponentially stable in pth moment. Consider the uncertain differential equation dX t = u t dt + exp(−t)X t dC t .
Taking pth moment of |X t − Y t |, we get
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that
By the expected value of lognormal variable we have that E exp p . So we have when 0 < p <
and the uncertain differential equation (5) is stability in pth moment in this case. But there does not exist a positive number λ such that
Therefore, the uncertain differential equation (5) is not exponentially stable in pth moment. 
and q = p1 p2−p1 . It follows from Hölder's Inequality that
And then we have
In conclusion, we have
Taking C = C In this section, we will give a sufficient and necessary condition for a linear uncertain differential equation being pth moment exponentially stable.
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that u 1t , u 2t , v 1t , v 2t are real functions. Then the linear uncertain differential equation
is pth moment exponentially stable if and only if
for some positive constant λ.
Proof: Let X t and Y t be the solutions of the linear uncertain differential equation (3) with different initial values X 0 and Y 0 , respectively, i.e.,
Then we have
who has a solution
Taking pth moment on both sides of the above equation, we have
Hence, the linear uncertain differential equation is pth moment exponentially stable if and only if 
Considering the inequality (8), it is equivalent to t 0 u 1s ds < −λt p .
And now consider the inequality (9), since So the linear uncertain differential equation (6) is pth moment exponentially stable. The theorem is thus verified.
Example 4.1 Consider the uncertain differential equation dX t = (−X t + u)dt + σdC t .
Since u 1t = −1 and v 1t = 0 satisfy condition (7), the uncertain differential equation (10) is pth moment exponentially stable. does not satisfy the condition (7), the uncertain differential equation is not exponentially stable in pth moment, that also can be directly deduced in Remark 3.2.
Conclusions
Uncertain differential equation is a type of differential equation driven by canonical Liu process. A type of stability named by pth moment exponential stability which means the pth moment of the difference of solutions will tend to 0 exponentially fast was proposed in this paper. We discussed the relationships among other stabilities and inferred that pth moment exponential stability was an extension of pth moment stability and exponential stability. And we gave a sufficient and necessary condition for a linear uncertain differential equation being pth moment exponentially stable. This work is supported by Natural Science Foundation of Shandong Province (ZR2014GL002).
